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Abstract
The Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) hosts the Solar Regatta every year in
Rancho Seco, CA, a competition which consists of teams building a solar powered boat to
compete in three races: the sprint race, endurance race and slalom race. The Cal Poly Solar
Regatta team was informed mid-project by SMUD that the competition has been canceled once
again for spring 2021, but the team decided to move forward with the construction of the boat.
The previous Cal Poly team from 2019/2020 designed the hull and propulsion system of the boat.
The 2020/2021 team worked with the previous team in order to build a fully functional boat. The
goal of this project was to design and build a solar-tracking mechanism and the power
management system that not only maximizes the power output but also meshes with the previous
team’s hull and propulsion system design. Due to certain restrictions put in place on campus
because of COVID-19 and other minor delays, an alternative plan was put in place to see through
regatta teams once the competition opens back up again.

1. Introduction
Every year the Sacramento Municipal Utility District, SMUD, hosts the Solar Regatta
competition open to all high schools, colleges and universities in the state of California. The goal
of this competition is to get students hands on experience working with renewable energy and
engineering across different levels of education. 2020 was going to be Cal Poly’s first year
participating in the Solar Regatta, but due to the rise of COVID-19 the competition was
cancelled, and the team was unable to complete their boat. The goal for the Solar Regatta Team
during 2020-2021 was to work with the previous one in order to partake in the 2021 competition.
However, the team has been informed by SMUD that the competition will be cancelled again in
2021 as COVID-19 is still a risk to many.
The 2019-2020 Solar Regatta team was in the middle of manufacturing their pontoons and
propulsion system when campus was forced to shut down. In Fall 2020, some members of the
2019-2020 team continued working on the project in order to complete their degree and finish
the hull and propulsion system. Given that the work on the hull and propulsion system was being
completed and worked on by the 2019-2020 team, the 2020-2021 team was tasked with
designing and building the power management system of the boat that encompasses a tilting
mechanism for the solar panels in order to maximize their power output. Ideally, the full boat and
solar tracking mechanism can be put together by the end of Winter 2021 but after a conversation
with the team’s new sponsor/advisor, Professor Schuster, there was a fallback plan put in place
which would see the construction of a modular prototype to be used by solar regatta teams in the
future as they see fit. The 2020-2021 team went forward with this plan as conditions on campus
caused by the coronavirus did not allow the team to complete the full construction of the solar
tracking mechanism.
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This report will present the final design review of the project with updated background research,
objectives, concept design, final design, a manufacturing plan, a design verification plan, project
management, and recommendations sections. Background research includes the rules and
requirements of the competition along with research on competing teams’ boats and summaries
of meetings with other entities. The specifications and design goals of the boat will be presented
in the objectives section with comparisons to other competitors. The concept design section will
cover the ideation and selection process of the final design. The final design section will detail
the design with a description, technical content, drawings and cost analysis along with other
supporting information. The manufacturing section will include detailed instructions on how to
assemble the solar tracking mechanism. The design verification plan will outline everything
needed to perform the required tests in order to confirm that the product meets the required
design specifications. Lastly, the report will include a timetable of the project and a conclusion
with recommendations on where to go from here with the Solar Regatta project.
Team Members and Roles:
Jacob Singer – Team Progress Manager
Laura Casas – Budget Manager
Logan Garby – Meeting Coordinator
Nam Le – Secretary & Documentation Lead
Alejandro Carrera – Communications Lead

2. Background
The SMUD Solar Regatta is a competition that takes place in Rancho Seco, CA every year since
2011. This competition challenges engineering students to design a solar powered boat to
complete three races which test the boat’s ability to sprint, endure, and maneuver. Each race has
an equal number of points and the team with the highest points will receive $1000. Along with
the races, the boat must comply to the following specifications.

2.1. The Rules and Regulations
Technical Specifications at Race:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must have one student designated as Student Boat Engineer.
±3 pts if Student Boat Engineer can completely describe the electrical system.
Only one battery bank may be used (Take 1 extra in case of inclement weather).
Battery bank will be tagged for compliance and must remain on throughout event.
Pilot must always be visible.
Must have laminated boat ID number displayed on both sides of the bow.
Boat ID number must be easily seen from shore.
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Dimension Specifications:
•
•

Boat may not be longer than 20 ft nor wider than 8 ft.
Maximum height above waterline is 5 ft.

Boat Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Boat materials must not be toxic or pollute the water.
Throttle mechanism must be free moving.
Throttle mechanism must return to zero current position when released.
Easy entry to pilot’s cockpit
Should be aerodynamic (possible gusty winds).

Solar Electric Power Systems Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Must have battery/solar selection switch visible to pilot and Race Starter Officials
Kill switch (provided by SMUD) must cut power to motor in the event of an emergency.
Solar modules must be attached with mechanical fastenings to the hull.
Any modified solar module will be disqualified and must be removed.
Must use JKM230P-60 loaned by SMUD (Appendix E of Solar Regatta Packet)

It is imperative that the team meets all these requirements in order to participate in future Solar
Regatta competitions. These specifications were taken directly from the 2020 Solar Regatta
Packet which is the most recent documentation of competition regulations provided by SMUD.
Table 1 lists the distribution of points awarded for each category where it is seen that the three
races and presentation being worth the most at 60 points all together which is approximately
65% of total possible points possible. Table 2 lists the specifications for the solar module
provided by SMUD for competition which is a JKM235P-60 solar module type.
Table 1. Regatta Cup Championship Calculation Points
Event
1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place
Slalom
Speed
Endurance
Presentation
Technical
Sustainability
Artistic
Check-In Points

15
15
15
15
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
5
5
5
+3 to -3

5
5
5
5
3
3
3
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Spec. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Table 2. Solar Module Specifications
Description
Specification
Module Type
Maximum Power at STC (Pmax)
Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp)
Maximum Power Current (Imp)
Open-Circuit Voltage (Voc)
Short-Circuit Current (Isc)
Module Efficiency
Operating Temperature
Module Temperature
Maximum System Voltage
Maximum Series Fuse Rating
Power Tolerance
Temperature Coefficients of Pmax
Temperature Coefficients of Voc
Temperature Coefficients of Isc
Nominal Operating Cell Temperature

JKM235P-60
235 Wp
29.8 V
7.89 A
36.9 V
8.47 A
14.35 %
-40 ̊ C to +85 ̊ C
25 ̊C
600 V (UL)/1000V (IEC)
15A
±3%
-0.45 % / ̊ C
-0.27 % / ̊ C
0.05 % / ̊ C
45±2 ̊ C

Slalom Race
The Slalom race is a time trial that measures the maneuverability of each team’s boat. Each boat
starts once an air horn is blasted from an official on one side of the dock. Once the time trial
starts the boat must weave between five buoys across 150 yards as shown in Figure 1. At the
fifth buoy the boat must turn around and repeat the same motion until reaching the starting dock.
Hitting or skipping a buoy will add a 20 second penalty to the overall time trial. Only one trial is
done and failure to finish the course will result in no points.

Figure 1. 2020 Solar Regatta Slalom Course
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Sprint Race
The sprint race consists of two boats racing side by side for approximately 100 yards, as seen in
Figure 2 below, to see which one is the fastest. However, this is an individual competition, and
the winner will be the team that completed this in the shortest amount of time. Each team will get
two attempts in this race, one in the morning and another in the afternoon. During this
competition the battery pack must be turned off and not operable, meaning the boat must run
solely on solar power.

Figure 2. 2020 Solar Regatta Sprint Course
Endurance Race
The endurance race is a test of endurance and battery efficiency. Each team will have to
complete as many laps as possible around the dock and buoys, seen in Figure 3, in 25 minutes or
until the battery dies. The buoys around the dock form a course layout that is approximately 200
yards long. During this race the solar panels do not have to be attached. At the halfway point of
the race, about 10 minutes in, the boat must come back to the dock so that a second pilot can take
over the boat. Teams will be penalized a half lap every time the pilot misses or hits a buoy. After
completion of the race, the boat must be docked back in their mooring location. Any boat that
blocks the endurance race starting ramps will be given a half lap penalty.

Figure 3. 2020 Solar Regatta Endurance Course
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2.2. Existing Designs
City College of San Francisco (CCSF):
CCSF is a long-time competitor of the SMUD Solar Regatta and has won four out of eight total
competitions. Despite having no solar tracking system integrated on their boat, its lightweight
multihull design has consistently placed high in the Slalom and Sprint races. Figure 4 shows
CCSF’s boat that won the 2018 Regatta.

Figure 4. First Place CCSF Boat in Solar Regatta 2018
UC Davis:
The UC Davis Regatta team was also able to place second in their first year at the 2018 SMUD
Solar Regatta. The solar panels on UC Davis’ boat were also laid flat like CCSF. Unlike CCSF,
the solar panels were placed much closer to the driver which may be detrimental if the driver
casts a shadow on the solar panels. UC Davis similarly focused on the shape of their single hull
and propeller. Figure 5 shows their boat from 2018 which won 2nd place.

Figure 5. UC Davis Boat in Solar Regatta 2018
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Cosumnes River College (CRC):
In 2018, CRC started implementing solar tracker to their boats in the competition. Having solar
trackers on the boat has resulted in more power output to the motors, especially in the slalom
race, where the orientation of the boat relative to the sun is changing constantly. With the
addition of the solar tracker in 2018, CRC was able to win the Sprint race. The mechanism they
used shown in Figure 6 utilizes a delta mechanism in which three arms adjust three points on the
solar panel so it can tilt with two rotational degrees of freedom. In 2019, their tracker was
improved and had them taking the slalom race.

Figure 6. 2018 CRC Solar Regatta Boat Sun Tracking Mechanism
NASA Parker Space Probe:
Because the Parker Space Probe had to be launched so far that it could not be remotely
controlled, NASA had to come up with a way for it to automatically position its heat shield
toward the sun. While most solar trackers use geolocation to follow the sun, the Parker Space
Probe adjusts its orientation through solar limb sensors behind the heat shield facing the sun.
Whenever the face of the heat shield is not normal to the sun, it casts a shadow toward the
sensors which then signals the probe to automatically adjust its position until it is normal again.
Two solar limb sensors are placed on each axis to communicate whether the probe needs to move
clockwise or counterclockwise as shown in Figure 7, a small-scale version of the solar tracker.
A more common adaptation of this for small solar trackers uses two vertical walls crossed with
each other with four photoresistors as shown in Figure 8. The crossed walls provide quicker
feedback since the shadows are magnified.
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Figure 7. Parker Space Probe Solar Tracker Mockup.

Figure 8. Crossed Solar Tracker with Photoresistors
Dual Axis Solar Tracker System Using 5-LDR Sensor:
A group of engineers in the electrical engineering department at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
Institute of Technology in India published an article regarding their implementation of a light
dependent resistors (LDR) sensor module to extract maximum power from the photovoltaic cells
in the solar panels. Figure 9 shows their solar tracking sensor design, comprising of 5 LDR and
a cross-shaped design fixed on a plastic plate. The four LDR directly fixed on the plate are
photoresistors, which are a type of light sensor that changes its resistance in response to light
intensities. The fifth LDR which is located on the center, is a phototransistor used as the
threshold value in this apparatus. It allows the sensor to have a self-adjustable threshold value
that will account for intensity of light changes throughout the day, making the sensor to work
effectively in sunny as well as in cloudy weather.
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Figure 9. (Left)5-LDR Design, (Middle) Graph of Output Power of Fixed PV System, (Right)
Graph of Output Power of Tracking PV System
Differences Between Photoresistors and Phototransistors:
The RF Wireless World website has an informative article regarding the differences between two
types of LDR called photoresistors and phototransistors. Photoresistors are disc shaped
components with two leads (wire terminals) and typically range in sizes from 5mm to 25mm in
diameter. A photoresistor is a passive component whose resistive value changes in response to
visible light. When visible light decreases, resistance increases as high as 10 MOhms; and when
incident light intensity increases, resistance decreases as low as 500 Ohms. Photoresistors are
AC and DC compatible and can generate variable voltage signals. A phototransistor is a
transistor controlled by exposure to light. A phototransistor is like a photoresistor except for the
metal shell encasing the resin. Phototransistors have higher resistance than photoresistors at
lower light intensities but have lower resistance at higher light intensities. Phototransistors and
photoresistors are both relatively inexpensive, they are easy to get in various sizes or can be
custom made, and most on the market have their specifications.

2.3. Areas of Technical Importance
Maximizing the Power Output of Solar Panels
The power output of a solar panel depends on various factors, the most important being how
much sunlight is hitting the PV cells. The amount of sunlight reaching the PV cells can be
maximized by using a solar-tracking mechanism to keep the panel in the best possible orientation
relative to the sun. The article “A review of principle and sun-tracking methods for maximizing
solar systems output” in the Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews outlined a study of
different sun-trackers in order to compare the pros and cons of each and find the most efficient
ones. This article found that a sun-tracker can increase the total energy produced by 10-100%
depending on the time of day and geographical conditions, while only using from 2-3% of the
increase in energy to power the tracking mechanism. The results found that dual-axis systems are
the most efficient among solar tracking devices; more specifically the ones that use polar-axis
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and azimuth/elevation tracking. Given these results the team will look to design and build a dualaxis tracking mechanism in order to maximize the power output of the PV solar panel.

2.4. Meeting Summaries
This section has been updated to include meetings that took place after the preliminary design
review was completed.
2020 Solar Regatta Team – April 16, 2020:
This meeting took place right after this project got assigned for both teams to get familiar with
each other and start laying the groundwork of the future of this project. The previous team
introduced what problems were present in their design and potential projects to improve the boat.
2020 Solar Regatta Team Propulsion – April 22, 2020:
This meeting took place in order to keep defining the problem statement for this project. Both
teams discussed what work needed to be done in order to compete in the next SMUD Solar
Regatta. Teams discussed the possibility of redesigning the gearbox because of possible issues
that could arise with its assembly. However, the previous team felt confident in the fact that it
would work and that the new team should focus on other aspects of the boat such as, the solartracking mechanism and the power management system.
2020 Solar Regatta Team - May 7, 2020:
This meeting determined the final scope of work of the 2021 Solar Regatta team. The current
team decided that they will be mainly working on the power system of the boat. This includes
management of the solar panels, battery, and other electrical components of the boat.
Considerations to make in the placement of these parts should include the effect on the boat’s
performance as well as ergonomics.
New project sponsor/advisor, Professor Schuster – October 1, 2020:
This meeting was an introduction between the current team and the new project sponsor/advisor,
Professor Schuster. The team discussed current state of the project and where it is heading to in
the future. Given that there are certain restrictions placed on campus because of COVID-19 there
were some questions that needed to be cleared up for the project to keep moving forward. The
first of these was about IRA funding. Solar regatta is in a unique situation where the senior
project is also a club and according to Professor Schuster there is some money allocated for the
solar regatta in this fund, but no one knows how to access it as of now. This is an issue that needs
to be resolved sooner rather than later because that will determine if the project can be paid for
the way it is designed now. Another question that needed clearing up was how to move forward
given that the competition has been cancelled in 2021. The team came to Schuster with three
options in search of guidance. These were to complete the project as if the competition was still
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taking place, build a prototype that could be used by future solar regatta teams or simply build a
computer model and run simulations on that. The hope was always that the whole project would
get built, and after this meeting with Professor Schuster it was determined that the full build was
the best course of action as of now. However, the possibility that this would not be achievable
was discussed as there is limited access to machine shops on campus. If this turns out to be the
case, both parties agreed on building a modular prototype that would allow for testing to see if
design specifications were met and that could also be used by solar regatta teams in the future so
that they could build actual solar tracking mechanism to put on the boat.

3. Objectives
The following section details the goals and requirements for the team’s maximum solar power
output system. The following will provide a discussion of the problem at hand, a summary of the
qualities that are required or desired, a description of the process applied when completing the
Quality Function Deployment House (Appendix A), and a table and description of engineering
specifications to be achieved. The purpose of this section is to clearly describe and organize all
aspects needed for a successful design.

3.1. Problem Statement
The end of 2019 and start of 2020 was Cal Poly’s first year preparing for SMUD’s Solar Regatta
competition where schools must make a solar boat to compete in three races (endurance, slalom
and sprint). The previous team focused on the design and manufacturing of the hull and
propulsion system. With these parts currently being completed; the new team must consider the
power management of the boat. The main goal of our project is to maximize a consistent power
output from the solar panels to the motors. In order to complete this, a new mechanism must be
designed to make the solar panel track the sun at any given position without sacrificing power
given to the propulsion system. In addition, the team must design an electrical power system to
deliver the ideal current and voltage to the motors for each of the required competitions.

3.2. Boundary Diagram
The boundary diagram in Figure 10 outlines the scope of the project. The whole boat design can
be seen in a simple manner with the dotted box showing the aspects that this team will be
responsible for designing and manufacturing. As seen in the diagram, this is the solar panels and
solar-tracking mechanism that will be integrated with the previously designed hull and
propulsion system. The dashed lines represent energy transfer from one component to another
and the solid lines represent a physical connection between components.
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Figure 10. Boundary diagram for Cal Poly Solar Regatta Team 2021. Dotted box outlines the
scope of the project.

3.3. List of Needs and Wants
Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two Sealed, marine quality batteries with a capacity of no greater than 180-Watt hours
(second battery is a SMUD required back up)
DC Motor without any form of internal battery
Two JKM235P-60 Photovoltaic (PV) Solar Panels (Provided by SMUD)
SMUD provided kill switch that immediately cuts power to the circuit
Electrical circuit that uses the PV solar panels to power the motors (for Slalom and Sprint
Races)
Electrical circuit that uses the battery to power the motors (for Endurance Race)
Electrical circuit that charges the battery using energy from the PV cells.
Tilt system improves the power output to propulsion

Wants
•
•
•
•
•

Added design weight should not compromise the benefit of addition power output.
Electrical system should maximize the life of the battery in terms of distance traveled by
the boat
System costs less than $1000 senior project budget
System is reasonably concealed from onlookers
5-year competition lifespan
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3.4. QFD Process Description
The Quality function diagram (QFD) provided in Appendix A is the result of the team’s
thorough inspection of the goals and requirements for the solar boat and who those requirements
are for. We determined the priority of our solution would be aimed at performing well enough to
contest the winning team in each of the three races. SMUD’s additional categories and
requirements for safety, sustainability, and aesthetics are also integrated into the QFD; however,
we determined them to be of lesser importance. In addition, we researched previous winning
teams such as UC Davis and City College of San Francisco to quantity their performance in these
areas. This research provided us with target specifications along with a way to quantify our
objectives versus their past designs.

3.5. Engineering Specifications Table
Table 3. Requirement and Specifications Table
Spec # Parameter Description

2

Solar Panel Power
Output
System Weight

3

Maximum Tilt Angle

4

Tilt angular velocity

5

Kill Switch Integrated

6

Battery Capacity
Distance traveled
Using Battery

1

7
8

Lifespan

9

Cost

Requirement or
Target

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

352 Watts

Minimum

M

A, T

50 lbs
45 degrees from
horizontal
5 deg/s
Cuts Power to
Propulsion
180-Watt hours
4500 yards traveled
w/ single charge
5 years of
competition use
$4,300

Maximum

L

A, T

Minimum

L

A, T

Minimum

M

A,T

Required

H

I

Maximum

H

A, T

Minimum

M

T, S

± 1 year

M

I

Maximum

L

A

3.6. Description of Specification Measurements and High-Risk Specifications
•

Specification 1 – Solar Panel Output Power
o The calculations in Appendix F estimate that the power loss due to laying the
panels flat would be 25% or 352 Watts. For our system to improve the speed and
functionality of the boat, our net output from the panels and tracking system to the
propulsion needs to be greater than 352 Watts.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Specification 2 – System Weight
o The system for this measurement is defined as the battery, charge controller,
tilting mechanism actuators and arms, and any other wiring or electrical
components. This specification is limited to no greater than 50 lbf or 10% of the
estimated gross weight of the entire boat vessel.
Specification 3 – Maximum Tilt Angle
o In Rancho Seco on May 1st, 2021 from 10:00am to 4:00pm, the lowest position of
the sun in the sky is 45 degrees above the horizon. Therefore, the solar panel
tracking mechanism must be able to tilt a minimum of 45 degrees from horizontal
position in both the x and y axes to achieve an orthogonal position to the sun.
Specification 4 – Tilt Angular Velocity
o The maximum repositioning that the solar panels will need to preform occurs
during the 180 degree turn around in the slalom race. Based on observation of
previous teams, this turn will be expected to be performed in a minimum of 20
seconds. To develop a term for the maximum angular velocity, it is assumed that
the panel is at its maximum tilt angle of 45 degrees, prior to the turn, and must
make a 90-degree rotation in 20 seconds to remain perpendicular to the sun after
the turn. This implies an angular velocity of approximately 5 deg/s.
Specification 5 – Kill Switch Integrated
o Having a working kill switch is a SMUD required regulation. This component
must immediately cut power to the motors in order to participate in the
competition.
o Discussion of High Risk:
▪ The kill switch is an important safety aspect of the competition. It will be
designed to stop the propulsion of the boat if the driver falls overboard or
any other issues arise. The kill switch must work before any full-scale
tests or participation can occur.
Specification 6 – Battery Capacity
o SMUD regulations require a battery capacity of no more than 180-Watt hours.
This specification will be critical for determining voltages within our circuits.
o Discussion of High Risk:
▪ This requirement is critical because it will be checked by a SMUD
representative prior to the competition and would result in disqualification
if their testing exceeds the requirement.
Specification 7 – Distance Traveled Using Battery
o This specification is directly related to success in the endurance race. It will be
measured by counting laps around a course of measured distance. Our target value
of 4500 yards comes from the previous winner’s record for distance.
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•

•

Specification 8 – Lifespan
o For our design to easily last till the competition and be useful for future Cal Poly
Solar Regatta teams, we set our target lifespan for the system at 5 years. This
specification will affect the effort spent to protect our project from water and
continual usage wear.
Specification 9 – Cost
o The cost of our product is a requirement that it must be under the senior project
and IRA budget of $4,300.

4. Concept Design
This section describes the steps we took to come up with our solar tracker design. In this phase
of the design process, we used ideation and selection processes based on our established
requirements.

4.1. Ideation Process
The team determined that there are two main criteria that will be essential in the success of the
design: power output and integration with the previous team’s design of the hull and propulsion
systems. Every team member was tasked with coming up with at least one design concept to
begin the selection process. This resulted in a total of six ideas that the team had to analyze and
choose from. These concepts sketches can be seen in Appendix D, along with a description of
how they would work.

4.2. Selection Process
A quick selection process was performed to narrow down these ideas into the five that had the
most potential for success. These were narrowed down to a dual-axis tracker consisting of gears,
linear actuators, a delta device, a single-axis tracker and simply laying the panels flat on the boat.
From here a Pugh matrix, seen in Table 4, was created in order to further narrow down the
number of ideas. The parameters that were compared in this matrix were response time, energy
draw, weight, stability, and power output as these are the main specifications that will decide
how well the system performs. The single-axis tracker was chosen as the datum because it is the
simplest of all the mechanisms. However, this Pugh matrix did not turn out to be very helpful as
all the solar tracking mechanisms ended with the same sum of plusses and minuses. Laying the
solar panels flat on the boat had the largest number of plusses, but since it had a negative in the
most important criteria, power output, the team decided to remove that one from the list of
potential ideas and create a weighted decision matrix with all the other designs. The biggest thing
that the team got out of the Pugh matrix was that solar tracking will yield a higher power output
and that there are multiple designs that can be implemented with linear actuators. This led to the
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creation of a few more design concepts, leaving a total of six to be compared in a weighted
decision matrix.
Table 4. Pugh Matrix
Dual axis
Response time
Energy draw
Weight
Stability
Power Output
Sum +
Sum Sum S

+
1
4
0

Linear
Actuators
+
1
4
0

Delta Device

Flat

Single Axis

+
1
4
0

+
+
+
+
4
1
0

DATUM

In order to perform a more in-depth analysis, the weighted decision matrix in Table 5 considered
more specifications than the Pugh matrix. The weighted decision matrix looked at power output,
energy draw, ease of assembly, safety, weight, cost, manufacturability and feasibility in order to
select a final concept for further development. Power output was weighted a lot higher than any
of the other specifications because it is the most crucial aspect of the design and it will dictate
how well the boat performs in the competition.
Table 5. Weighted Decision Matrix

With the decision matrix completed, the team found that the delta device scored significantly
lower than all the other designs, so it was removed from consideration. That left a total of five
designs to consider. The team then decided to move on from the single axis design as it scored
lowest in power output, which is the most crucial aspect in the success of this design. Due to the
safety of the driver, the dual axis and 1 linear actuator with a rotating base designs were thrown
out of consideration as the z-axis rotation would allow for the solar panels to rotate a full 360º
putting the driver at risk of being hit by one of the panels. That left the team with the two highest
scoring design options: 2 linear actuators and 3 linear actuators.
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4.3. Chosen Preliminary Design
After further analysis, we chose to move forward with the 2 linear actuator design, shown in
Figure 11. This design was chosen over the 3 linear actuator design because the joints required
for the 3 linear actuators would be too complex. The 2 linear actuator design has four swivel
joints, two for each actuator. A universal-joint (U-joint) is placed in the middle of the solar panel
so it can move on its two degrees of freedom, pitching and rolling, while restricting yaw rotation
for the safety of the driver. After creating a CAD model of the design, we conducted a motion
study to confirm that each linear actuator can move independently and together so that the solar
panel can face the sun. The final dimensions such as the location and length of the linear
actuators are yet to be determined since they will dictate the required amount of power to run the
mechanism. A parametric analysis will have to be performed to find the optimal location of the
two linear actuators. Below is a simple CAD model of our chosen design.

Figure 11. 2 Linear Actuator Mechanism with labeled components.
Components of this design such as the linear actuators will be bought off the market, so they do
not have to be manufactured. What is not shown on the CAD model is a custom bracket that
needs to be designed and manufactured to hold the solar panels.
After digging deeper into the kinematics/dynamics and actual parts needed to build this design,
we quickly found out that it would be very difficult to make it work. We believed that this design
would give us the needed degrees of freedom to cover the required range of motion, and it did
but finding the actual components that would allow this motion to happen was a different story.
The needed joints ended up being too expensive and, in some cases, very hard to find. This
design also put a large load on the linear actuators which made them use more power than
wanted. This led to the beginning of a redesign. We started looking at solar tracking mechanisms
on the market that use linear actuators in order to find a solution to this problem. After doing
some research we found an Eco-worthy solar tracking mechanism, shown in Figure 12, that
pointed us in the right direction. This mechanism separates the motion into two different planes
of rotation, making the movement of each linear actuator independent from the other, thus
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simplifying the movement of the solar panels and solving our problem with the old design. Now
all we needed to do was modify this design to fit our specific needs, as this model is used to hold
various solar panels and is mounted to the ground instead of a moving boat. This design will be
explained in more detail in section 5. Final Design. The results of the redesign can be seen in
Figure 15.

Figure 12. Eco-worthy solar tracker.
The two linear actuators will be controlled through a microcontroller such as an Arduino. The
Arduino will receive a feedback loop from an array of photoresistors and determine how to move
the solar panel. Ideally, none of the photoresistors will be shaded by the extruded cross below in
Figure 13. The cross divides the four photoresistors into two axes so that the microcontroller
knows whether to pitch the solar panel left, right, up, or down when the photoresistors are
shaded. The array will be placed in parallel to the solar panel but far away enough so that it may
not cast a shadow on the solar panels themselves.

Figure 13. Solar tracking array with four photoresistors
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The electrical system with the solar tracking system integrated is connected in two different
ways; one for the slalom and sprint race and one for the endurance race. Figure 14 outlines the
system for the sprint/slalom race, endurance race, and charging the battery. The blue arrows
represent the system for the sprint/slalom race. The orange arrows represent the system for the
endurance race. Finally, the green arrows represent how the battery is charged by the solar panel.

Figure 14. Electrical Power System for Sprint/Slalom Race
For the sprint and slalom race, the two 230W solar panels are connected in parallel to a solar
regulator. Since the solar panels give a fluctuating electrical signal caused by the change in
radiation of the sun, a solar regulator is connected to smooth the electrical signal through a series
of capacitors and inductors. Connected to this is the kill switch, which is not shown but required,
and then an electrical control system with one input and three outputs. With this control system,
we will be able to control where power is distributed and how much power is distributed. Two of
the outputs from this will go to an electronic speed controller, which will allow the driver to vary
the speed of the boat. These controllers are directly connected to the motors. The third output of
the control system will provide power for the solar tracking system, which includes four
actuators and a control system.
The electrical power system for the endurance race will be similar, with the solar panels taken
off and a battery included to power the entire system. The battery is connected in front of the kill
switch, with everything behind the kill switch remaining unchanged. In order to charge the
battery in between races, the solar panel will be connected to the battery with a solar regulator in
between to prevent overcharging of the battery.
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4.4. Preliminary Analysis
Without a tracker, we estimated the power of the boat to be 345W due to the 25% loss in solar
energy. All this energy would go to directly to the propulsion system. With a solar tracker, the
solar panels will have a maximum power output of 460W, with a goal to get 90% of the max
equal to 414 W. This gives us 69 W to work with for our tracking system, and as long as it uses
less than 69 W it will provide more power to the motors than if we did not include it. We
calculated the amount of force on the linear actuators to average about 0.8 lbf. With each linear
actuator extending at about 1.2 in/s with an assumed efficiency of 80%, the power required of
each mechanism would be 1.44W, resulting in a total of 5.76W used for the solar tracker, less
than 2% of the power provided by the solar panels. Subtracting the power used from the solar
tracker, the remaining power left for the propulsion would be 408.24W, which is much greater
than what it would be without the tracker. More details for this calculation can be referred to in
Appendix F.
Table 6. Power of system with and without a solar tracking system.

Power Generated from Solar
Panels
Power Used by Tracking
System
Power Supplied to Motors

With Solar Tracking
System
414 W

Without Solar Tracking
System
345 W

5.76 W

0W

408.24 W

345 W

4.5. Risks and Challenges
With our chosen design, there are certain risks and challenges. The first challenge we are
presented with is learning mechatronics since only one person on the team has a concentration in
mechatronics which began last quarter. Apart from that three people on the team took controls
last quarter, so hopefully that will give us the background needed to program the system. This
will require us to become familiar programming microcontrollers as well as using Simulink to
parameterize the kinematics of the tracking mechanism.
Another risk running electronics in the boat. There will obviously be a lot of water around the
boat, so the team must ensure that all electronics are properly protected from getting wet in order
to prevent someone getting electrocuted or the failure of the boat.
There are also the risks of air resistance and a mass imbalance stemming from the tilt of the solar
tracking mechanism. According to our SMUD point of contact, wind speeds pick up at around
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noon in Rancho Seco so the team will have to make sure that the tilt of the solar panels will not
be a problem. The tilt of the solar panels could also cause the boat to be off balance, so the team
will need to find the best location to place the mechanism in order to avoid this issue. Someone
suggested that we implement a switch which would bring the solar panels back to level if wind
speeds do pick up a lot. This was a great suggestion and will be something that we keep in mind
when programming the tracking mechanism.
One major challenge that we will have to overcome are the COVID restrictions on campus.
These restrictions limit the access to machine shops, so it might be difficult to find the time to
manufacture and assemble the project. This is a challenge that can be worked around but it might
delay the timeline of the project.
The final and most crucial risk was the bending stress in the solar panels caused by the twisting
and turning motions of the tracking mechanism. The team is concerned that these movements
might cause the solar panels to crack. After redesigning the frame and mounting of the solar
panels this issue is no longer a concern as the frames will protect the solar panels from any
damage.

5. Final Design
The CP Solar Regatta Team’s Solar Tracking System is a power optimizing dual axis solar
tracking device that mounts onto the hull of the Solar Regatta Team’s solar powered boat. The
solar tracking device consists of two actuators, a light sensor mount, a modular frame, and other
electrical components. This design meets all the requirements needed for next year’s team to be
able to compete in SMUD’s 2022 Solar Regatta Competition. The solar panel in this design was
provided by SMUD and will be used in the testing of our device. Unlike the previous CP Solar
Regatta Team, this year’s design incorporates a closed loop design feature that allows the
actuation system to tilt the solar panel in the direction of the sun as the boat is in motion. This
added feature is a gamechanger for future teams competing for Cal Poly since it has been noted
that previous competition, very few teams have achieved an automated solar tracking device.
Figure 15 illustrates the full design and Appendix M specifies each individual component for
the assembly drawing. In the following subsections, each subsystem will be discussed in detail
with references to important analysis presented in the appendices including dynamic, electrical
and safety considerations.
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Figure 15. CP Solar Regatta Team’s final design of Solar Tracking System
5.1. Dynamics and Kinematics
We derived a set of kinematic equations by modeling our system as a simple parallel
manipulator. We were able to model our system as a parallel manipulator since the extending
ends of our two linear actuators lie fixed on the same plane as the solar panel; therefore, creating
a closed loop or chain of independent serial manipulators. As shown in Figure 16: vectors a1 and
a2 are the position vectors for the lower end of each actuator, b1 and b2 come from the secondary
reference frame which relates a fixed origin of the solar panel to the endpoints of each linear
actuator.

Figure 16. Kinematic Model of Dual Tilting Mechanism
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Vectors a1, a2, b1, b2, and P come from our L bracket and center support which have known
design parameters. Vectors s1 and s2 represent the two position vector equations for the two
linear actuators in our solar tracker design and are characterized by the following vector
equations:

It was also more useful to do an inverse kinematics approach rather than a forward kinematics
approach since forward kinematics requires using joint parameters to compute the configuration
of the system, whereas inverse kinematics reverses this calculation to determine the joint
parameters that achieve a desired configuration. The above equations were derived by applying
the Stewert Platform general equations for parallel manipulators. We will be incorporating these
equations in the controls system moving forward with our project.
In addition to the kinematics, a non-linear system of equations solver was needed to determine
the positioning of the actuators on the mount and frame. The inputs to this system of equations
are maximum and minimum length of the actuator. Using these values and our requirement of a
tilt angle of 45 degrees above and below the horizon, we created a MATLAB script to solve for
the actuator positions. The details of this calculation can be found in Appendix G.
Once the geometry of the system is calculated, the dynamic forces can be solved for. The forces
throughout the extension of the linear actuator vary due to forces being applied at different
angles depending on the position of the actuator. As a result, the maximum force required by an
actuator is a function of where in the stroke that force occurs. By solving for the max force for a
range of different angles we were able to produce the following plot shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Plot of maximum force over the possible range of angular positions.
Based on this plot, the maximum force value for the selected actuator is 0.7 lbf at an angle of 45
degrees above horizontal. These forces are needed to ensure that the actuator is able to handle the
required loads and are needed to determine the maximum amount of current that the actuators
will draw from the system. The calculations are detailed further in Appendix H.
Using state space vectors modeled in MATLAB to check our work, we can model different
scenarios to see the required extended and retracted length and speed of each individual actuator.
Also, for chosen specific actuators, we can put these as the desired outputs and see where the
joints need to be connected and motion of the solar panel. For the actuator that we have chosen,
the results can be found in Appendix J, which line up with previous calculations.
5.2. Framing and fasteners
The first thing that needed to be designed was the frame mounting the solar panels to the boat.
When looking at this frame the team considered two options, aluminum and steel. These
materials were looked at first because they are both strong enough to support the solar panels and
can handle the elements relatively well. The frame also needed to be as light as possible so that
the added weight does not slow down the boat and modular so that future teams can adjust it as
they fit. After looking at all these factors it was decided to move forward with aluminum tslotted framing. These t-slots were selected because they are lightweight, they will not rust, they
are very easy to adjust and optimize, they can support the moment forces caused by the solar
panel and they come at a fair price.
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Figure 18. T-slotted framing of solar tracker
Before deciding on the t-slotted aluminum framing we performed some calculations, found in
Appendix K, in order to make sure that this material would not fail under the forces acting on it.
When running this calculation, the worst-case scenario was assumed. This means that the boat is
moving directly into the wind (25 mph) at full speed (10 mph) with a maximum solar panel tilt
angle of 45°. The drag force was then calculated along with the moment in order to see how tall
the mounting pole could be. It was found that there is no need to worry about these forces or the
height of the solar tracker as it will be able to extend 2 ft above the boat with a factor of safety of
5. This gives us confidence that we can extend higher than that if needed while being able to
support the forces acting on it.
Another possible area of failure was found to be the bolts mounting the solar panel to the frame.
Even though this was not considered as a high risk, the team decided to run through the
calculations, Appendix K, just to be sure. The total drag force on the solar panels divided by the
number of bolts. The shear strength on each bolt was found to be smaller than the shear strength
of steel by a factor of ~100. This shows that the bolts will surely hold up to the forces acting on
them and there is no cause for concern in this area.
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Figure 19. Solar tracker mounting
The solar tracking mechanism will be attached to the boat with a flat aluminum plate that is
fastened to the base of the tracker and to the square tubing on the pontoons. This allows the solar
tracker to be detached from the pontoons easily by unscrewing the nuts on top of the plate shown
on Figure 19.
5.3. Electronics
To provide power to all the necessary components of the system, the electrical design was
improved and further detailed from the preliminary design shown in Figure 14. The final
electronic design of the solar panel tracking mechanism is outlined in Figure 20 below.

Figure 20. Final design of the electronic power supply circuits that are used to transfer power
from the solar panels to the tracking mechanisms, battery, and propulsion.
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Power outputted from the SMUD provided solar panels is generally in the range of 35V with an
MC4 power cord connection. From here, the team purchased two 5ft long cables that connect to
the panel’s MC4 plug and have a 2.1mm barrel jack output, illustrated in Figure 21 below. This
2.1mm barrel jack is then connected to SparkFun connector 10288 so the power can be wired to
the necessary components.

Figure 21. MC4 connector cable (left) and 2.1mm barrel jack (right) used for power output.
Now that the panel output power is available to be used in wiring, the next step was to convert
the unstable ≈35V output to a constant 12V for the tracking system and 24V for the propulsion.
Step-down (also called buck) converters were used to achieve this. Wires were soldered to the
step down converters in the following images to obtain the proper output voltages.

Figure 22. 24V (left) and 12V (right) step down converters used to transform the unstable solar
panel output to a constant DC voltage source.
In compliance with current regulations, 22 AWG solid core wire was used for the 12V output
which powers the MCU and linear actuators, and 18 AWG multi-core copper wire was used for
the 24V buck converter connections. A reliable way to obtain a constant 12V output was critical
for the operation of our tracking system because the linear actuators are specified to operate at
12V and the Nucleo STM32 L476RG MCU is allowed a maximum 12V input to power itself.
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5.4. Mechatronics Hardware
With the constant 12V input source obtained, the final compontent of the solar panel tracking
system that was needed was the mechatronics. The mechatronics consisted of three main
hardware components: the Nucleo STM32 L476RG microproccesor, the Nucleo IHM04A1
motor driver, and the light detecting resistor (LDR/photoresistor) array mount and circuit (design
shown in Figure 20).
LDR Array and Circuit
The schematic for the light detecting resistor array is shown in Figure 23. This circuit allows us
to use the 3.3V output from the MCU to create a volatage divider for each photoresistor in
parallel.

Figure 23. Electonic circuit diagram for the ldr array used to determine the position of the sun.
When a photoresitor is illuminated in this configuration, its resistance drops causing the volatage
potential between the photo resistor and ground to drop. This voltage potential is what is being
measured at each node captioned “To ADC#” by the analog to digital (ADC) capability of the
microcontroller. The microcontroller can then use the voltage drop across the LDR and the
known resistance of the in-seires 1 kΩ resistor to calculate the resistance of each individual
LDR.
Improving upon the original LDR mount design in Figure 13, the final design added holes for
the photoresistors to be placed so that the component will be on the top of the mount but the
wires will protrude to the bottom. The design also now implements ridge extrustions to separate
the various voltage and signal carrying wires going in and out of the mount. Lastly, the new
mount design has a lower protrusion along with two 5/16in holes for easy mounting to the 8020
aluminum rails which run along the length of the panel.
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Figure 24. Final design of the LDR mount. Complete with holes for the placement of the
photoresistors, extrustions to separate wires, and a way to mount to the 8020.
This design also locates the LDR’s at a position that was calculated such that the circuit will be
able to detect whether it is normal to the light source within a 5 degree tolerance. This was
calculated using the height of the divider walls divided by the tangent of 85 degrees. The
microPython driver code used to get the voltages and resistances of the LDR array is shown in
Appendix O for more detail of the workings of the LDR array.
IHM04A1 Motor Driver
The second main component of the tracking mechanism mechatronics is the X-NUCLEO
IHM04A1 Motor Driver, illustrated in Figure 25. This component is an expansion board
manufactured by ST Electronics to be used with a Nucleo MCU. The driver is based off a L6206
double diffused MOSFET (DMOS) dual full bridge driver which can drive dual bi-polar motors.
It is responsible for receiving the 12V input power and using it to power the Nucleo MCU and
the linear actuators.

Figure 25. X-NUCLEO IHM04A1 dual bi-polar motor driver used to drive the linear actuators
based on controls given by the compatible Nucleo MCU.
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One important quality of this motor driver is that it is able to drive at most two bi-dirrectional
motors. This constraint played a major role in the selection of the final electronics design
(Figure 25); however, other aspects such as the length of the required ADC wires and amount
analog to digital pin inputs available on the MCU also factored into this decision. Thanks to the
assistance of Dr. John Ridgley, we created a microPython motor driver for the IHM04A1 that
successfully actuated the linear actuators with up to 12V DC. Details of the microPython motor
driver titled ihm04a1.py can be found in Appendix N.
NUCLEO STM32 L476RG Microcontroller (MCU)
The Nucleo microcontroller is the central element of the solar panel mechatronics. The
microcontroller receives power from the IHM04A1 motor driver so that it may operate
independently of any external power source. Figure 26 displays the Nucleo MCU and IHM04A1
expansion board and their configuration for performing solar tracking.

Figure 26. Nucleo MCU and motor driver expansion board.
The MCU reads the voltage of the ADC signals displayed in Figure 23, calculates each
photoresistor’s resistance, and performs the necessary logic required to determine how to move
the linear actuators. Once the necessary motion of the actuator is determined, the Nucleo sends a
signal to the motor driver to respond accordingly.
The programming language used to achieve these tasks is again microPython. As previously
discussed, the ADC array and IHM04A1 motor driver each have classes associated with running
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those specific parts of the hardware. These drivers are used by a third class called solarTracker
(Appendix Q) that performs the key logic that allows for successful solar tracking. This class is
a finite state machine which ensures that the task runs at a designated interval and that the panel
cannot try to move in multiple directions at once. This finite state machine class the ADC driver,
evaluates the LDR resistances and, if motion is necessary, sends power to the linear actuators in
the proper direction to angle the solar panel directly at the light source. For more details on this
microPython code, see Appendix Q.
Finally, the microcontroller utilizes a main.py file to initiate the tracking program when the
hardware is powered on. This file creates a solarTracker task for the x and y panel axes and runs
these tasks continuously until the hardware is turned back off. This file is outlined in detail in
Appendix R.
5.5. Cost Analysis
In our cost analysis, we looked mainly at the cost of the solar tracker rather than the cost of the
whole boat since other components were accounted for from the previous team. The solar tracker
consisted mainly of framing components from 8020 Inc. When looking at the cost of our parts,
we found that it would be cheaper to buy directly from the manufacturer rather than McMaster.
For the mechanical components of the solar panel, including the fasteners, framing, and linear
actuators, it would cost $1018.28. Other components for the control system such as electronics
and the arduino cost $159.35 giving us a total cost of $1177.78, which is under goal of under
$4,300. Our full bill of materials and cost analysis can be seen in Appendix M.

6. Manufacturing
This section covers the team’s manufacturing and assembly process of the tracking mechanism
along with our bill of materials. Most of the components of the solar tracker were purchased
because the limited shop time we have due to COVID limited our ability to manufacture more
parts. It is also ideal to buy off the shelf parts since it is generally cheaper to buy standard parts
rather than produce them ourselves. We also wanted to make our design as modular as possible
so we can easily adjust our design to optimize the performance of the boat.
6.1. Purchased Parts
We purchased 8020 rails, pivots, brackets and fasteners as well as Actuonix linear actuators,
Nulceo microcontrollers and motor drivers, and various cables and power connectors as specified
in the bill of materials found in Appendix L.
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6.2. Fabricated Parts
A total of six 8020 rails were bought at stock lengths of 8 ft each and can be seen in Figure 27.
Each frame was built by using 3 of the 8 ft rails which were cut to length using the vertical
bandsaw in Mustang 60 according to the dimensions on Figures 28 and Figure 29. The cuts on
Figure 29 were performed on two of the three rails and the cuts on Figure 28 were done on the
remaining one.

Figure 27. 8 ft. stock 8020 rails.

Figure 28. Cut dimensions on 8 ft rail. Need to be done once for the assembly of a single frame.
All dimensions in inches.

Figure 29. Cut dimensions on 8 ft rail. Need to be done twice for the assembly of a single frame.
All dimensions in inches.
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Figure 30. 8020 t-rails cut to length.
Manufactured components include L-brackets, mounting brackets for the actuators, mounting
brackets for the LDRs and mounting brackets for the MCU. These parts can be seen in Figures
31, 32, 33 and 34, respectively. The corresponding dimensioned drawings for each part can be
found in Appendix M.

Figure 31. L-bracket CAD model.
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Figure 32. Actuator mounting bracket CAD model.

Figure 33. LDR mounting bracket CAD model.

Figure 34. MCU mounting bracket CAD model.
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Both the L-bracket and the actuator mounting bracket were cut from 16 gauge plain steel sheet
metal on the waterjet. The steel actuator mount was then bent 90° on the bending brake. Both the
LDR and MCU mount were 3-D printed out of PLA with one of the team member’s home 3-D
printer.
6.3. Assembly
Once every rail has been cut to its designated length and every fabricated part was produced, the
team began assembling the frame. The parts needdded to assemble a single frame can be seen in
Table 7 below. All parts were fastened using a bolt, washer and t-nut. The assembly was done in
three main parts. First, we assembled the main part of the frame which connects directly to the
solar panel. Then we put together the mounting pole. For the last step we attached the solar panel
and all mounting brackets needed for other components (actuators, LDRs and MCU).
Table 7. Required components for single frame assembly excluding fasteners.
Part Description
55 in. T-rail
35.56 in. t-rail
24 in. t-rail
5.44 in. t-rail
Perpendicular pivot
L-arm pivot
Corner bracket

Quantity
2
4
1
1
1
2
13

The main portion of the frame was put together following the dimensions shown in Figure 35.
The location of the two 35.56 in t-rails on either side of the middle rail is not crucial to the
design so they just need to be evenly spaced on either side of the middle rail. Then, the L-arm
pivots were fastened to the middle rail in such that they are on the flush with the ends of the rail
as shown in Figure 36, with the last 35.56 in rail fastened on the other side of these L-arm
pivots. The 5.44 in rail was then fastened to this same middle rail using a corner bracket as seen
in Figure 36.
Now that the main section of the frame was assembled we moved on to assembling the mounting
pole. This section was put together by fastening the inline pivot to the 24 in t-rail which was then
attached to the main section as seen in Figure 36. It is crucial that the mounting pole is mounted
right in the middle in order to support most of the weight of the frame and solar panel.
Finally, we attached the linear actuator mounts, L-brackets, LDR mount, MCU mount and solar
panel to the frame. The solar panel was fastened on top of the frame using the hole locations
provided on the solar panel as we are not able to modify it, given that we must return these solar
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panels to SMUD after the competition (whenever that may be). The location of the linear
actuator mounts can be seen in Figure 36 and Figure 37. The L-brackets (not pictured) were
fastened on both sides of the L-arm (right where the 35.56 in t-rail connects to the 5.44 in t-rail)
seen in Figure 36 in order to prevent that arm from rotating when in motion. The LDR mount
needs to be placed at the halfway point on either of the 55 in rails. The MCU location is not
crucial to the design of this frame so it was not pictured. Since the waterproofing of the
electronics still needs to be completed, this location can be designated by a future group.

Figure 35. Top view of frame.
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Figure 36. Side view of frame.

Figure 37. Side view of frame.
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6.4. LDR Array Assembly
The LDR array circuit shown in Figure 24. was created and assembled to the LDR mount
(Figure 38) using 22 AWG wire, 60/40 Sn-Pb 2% flux solder, and heat shrink tubing.
Throughout this assembly, we were careful to insulate the wires to protect from short circuits and
bad ADC readings. These wires then connect to the female headers of six DuPont jumper cables
for an easy, removable connection to the MCU. The following image demonstrates the
completed circuit before it was wrapped in electrical tape for organization and attached to the
MCU.

Figure 38. Soldering of the LDR array circuit before being wound with electrical tape.
The black wires in the middle of the photo are the ground of the circuit, coming from the
photoresistors. These four wires were soldered together and wrapped with a heat shrink to
prevent shorts. The two red wires carry 3.3V and are each soldered to 1kΩ resistors per Figure
24; these are also wrapped in heat shrink to preserve the integrity of the circuit. Lastly, the white,
green, blue, and yellow wires carry the ADC signal from each node, shown in Figure 38; they
are soldered in place as well and carry the highly important voltage signals to the Nucleo.
6.5. Timing and Delays
All parts needed for the manufacturing and assembly of the solar tracker were ordered over
winter break and arrived at the start of winter quarter. However, there was miscommunication in
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the ordering process which resulted in us not receiving the correct t-rail stock. This caused a
major delay in the process as we had to reorder the t-rails in order to receive the correct lengths.
The team was unable to move forward at this point as the t-rails are the most crucial component
in building the frame. This delayed the process by a couple weeks, but once the correct t-rails
arrived we began to work on manufacturing and assembly immediately. This process was further
delayed due to the fact that there was limited access to the shops on campus and some team
members were not able to return to SLO due to COVID. That being said the frame, seen in
Figure 39. was completed on February 22nd and was now ready for the design verification plan.

Figure 39. Full assembly of solar boat

7. Design Verification Plan
Our team conducted testing of the solar tracking system and its outputs to ensure that all our
design specifications are met. The detailed design verification plan can be found at the end in
Appendix I. This consists of a combination of new tests and repeated tests the previous team
performed in an order to maximize the capability of the tracking system and the entire boat. The
majority of these tests were performed in the final weeks of the project, when most of the
assembly was finished.
7.1. Testing Plan
This section outlines the tests that the team planned to perform on the solar tracking mechanism
in order analyze if the design requirements were met. Due to the delays and setbacks outlined in
section 6.5, the original goal to test the solar panel tracking mechanism on the boat was not
possible. As an alternative testing option, we put together a self-standing base made of 2”x4” as
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shown in Figure 40 which held the solar tracker while we performed tests on our design. To
evaluate the functionality of the tracking mechanism, we first performed indoor tests using a
flashlight to mimic a natural light source. Once the system proved that it could successfully
orientate itself perpendicular to a light source, we tested the photoresistor array described in
section 6.4 to obtain resistance values and ratios for direct sunlight and shaded ambient daylight.
Upon determining a normal range of photoresistor resistance and updating the microPython
controls code appropriately, we performed our final tests, using the wooden 2”x4” mount,
outside by positioning the panel away from the sun, connecting the mechatronics hardward to the
solar panel power source, and observing/measuring the solar panel’s performance as it
normalized itself to the angle of the sun.

Figure 40. Assembled solar tracking mechanism.
7.1.1. Rotational Velocity and Tracking
With the solar panels outside connected to the tracking control system powered by a battery, a
stopwatch is used to monitor the time it takes for movement of the solar panels. Using time and
position, we can calculate rotational velocity which should be at least 5 degrees. By shading
different light sensors at different times, the tracking system should move towards where we
have programmed it to go.
7.1.2. Power Draw
While performing the rotational velocity and tracking test, the whole system including the four
actuators and tracking system will be connected to a multimeter to measure the power draw from
using the tracking system.
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7.1.3. PV Panel Efficiency
The solar panel output and efficiency will be tested using the equipment provided by the EE
department stored near the solar balcony in building 13. We plan to test the panels in both sunny
and cloudy conditions with and without the tracking system to see what output we should expect
and to justify using the tracking system. A full uncertainty analysis will be performed using the
data collected.
7.1.4. Electrical Power Transfer
Once the previous tests have been conducted, we can collaborate with the previous team to wire
everything and mount everything to the boat. When this is done, electrical power transfer
through the wires and solar converter will be tested by measuring the power loss through the
system when it is powered separately and together with the full propulsion system. This can be
done using a simple wattmeter.
7.1.5. Boat Capability
We plan to test out the boat and its capabilities, including velocity, acceleration, and turning
radius, once it is completed at a nearby lake. Top speed can be measured during these tests using
a simple phone application, and we can also time the boat as it does laps to get an estimate of
speed during a slalom or endurance race. Acceleration will also be tested with the full boat once
it is completed. We will obtain an accelerometer device to measure the acceleration from the
boat directly as well as conducting a timed test of the boat’s acceleration in the water. A rough
estimate of the turning radius can be determined by turning between buoys in the water that are
spaced a certain distance apart.
7.1.6. Battery Life at Max Power Draw
The battery life at max draw can be measured with the full boat assembly by running it until the
battery runs out of power and recording the distance traveled. We must reach our goal of 4500
yards. Additionally, the batteries can be tested beforehand by simply hooking them up to a
similar load and timing the use of the battery before it runs out of power.
7.2. Testing Results
The linear actuators were the first thing tested to see if they could support the load of the solar
tracking mechanism. Once attached to the solar panel, we provided power to them and were
quick to realize that the chosen actuators were not strong enough to support the loads. This
problem is discussed in more detail in the lessons learned section of the conclusion. Upon
realizing that these actuators were not going to work with our design we returned them to the
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manufacturer and ordered stronger ones. This halted all progress for a week, as the team was
unable to perform any following tests without the actuators.
Because of these delays along with the delays in manufacturing, the team was unable to perform
all of the designated tests of our design. That being said, we were able to test the rotational
velocity and tracking along with the power draw of the mechanism. The other tests were not
performed because of the delays we encountered along the way. Since we were never able to
mount the mechanism onto the boat, the rest of the designated tests could not be performed as
they analyzed the boat-tracker system as a whole. The solar tracking mechanism test was a
success as we tested in from a variety of different starting positions and it was able to face
normal to the sun from every one.
Summarizing our test results from our planned tests, the rotational velocity of the solar panel on
both axes was calculated to be 9 degrees per second, which is faster than our goal of 5 degrees
per second. The power draw from each solar tracker was measured to be approximately 8W. This
value of power draw is small enough to where the net solar panels’ power outputs increase by
over 15% with the tracking.
Another significant test was evaluating the resistance measurements of the LDRs mounted on the
LDR array. For each test, the array was tilted so that only one axis of the LDR cross
configuration was not orthogonal to the sun, meaning two photoresistors were shaded and two
were not. The axis of the test refers to the rotational direction in which the solar panel would
need to move in order for the array to be orthogonal to the sun. The test was run twice per axis
for the positive and negative x and y axis directions for a total of eight tests. The results of these
tests are shown in Table 8. Green values represent a photoresitor with a lower resistance,
meaning it is exposed to direct sunlight, red and orange represents shaded, higher resistance
LDRs. Ratio one and two are the comparison of the each side-by-side, shaded and un-shaded
resistor for the separate tests. The microPython code for this test is provided in Appendix P
The importance of these tests was to determine a minimum resistance ratio between the shaded
and direct sunlight photoresistors. The microcontroller will then use a value slightly lower than
this minimum ratio to determine when the actuators should be given power. A ratio value of 2
was chosed by our team, based on the minimum measured resistance ratio of 2.42. This
determined value of 2 was then provided to the MCU through the main file in Appendix R
which utilizes the solarTracker class outlined in Appendix Q.
The maximum resistance of any LDR test is also an important value which quantifies the darkest
that any of the resistors was during the series of tests. This value could be used in future
iterations of the systems software to provide a maximum resistance value at which the tracking
system would shut off so that the system does not try to operate during low light conditions.
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Table 8. LDR Resistances
Axis

R1 (Ω)

x
x
-x
-x
y
y
-y
-y
Min
Max
Avg

R2 (Ω)

164
164
469
514
157
160
628
626
157
628
-

R3 (Ω)
602
719
194
193
178
177
526
545
177
719

-

R4 (Ω)

Ratio 1

Ratio 2

3.66
4.38
2.42
2.66
2.96
2.98
2.80
4.03
2.42
4.38

2.94
3.25
2.95
2.59
2.91
2.82
3.32
3.40
2.59
3.40

-

3.24

3.02

Min R

154

Max R

719

Avg Ratio

3.13

Min Ratio

2.42

454
502
173
173
517
500
159
160
159
517
-

154
154
509
449
466
476
224
155
154
509

8. Project Management
To ensure success of the project, we have developed a structured plan to complete tasks and meet
deadlines. This section outlines our method of approach and the project timeline. Spring quarter
of 2020 consisted of concept design, product research, and preparation for the next quarters when
we were able to do more hands-on work. Fall quarter we finalized our design, provided verifying
calculations, and selected and ordered specific parts. Manufacturing, building, and testing was
done in the final quarter, winter of 2021.

8.1. Method of Approach
Solar Tracking Mechanism:
The design process for the solar tracking system started with background research on existing
designs and each team member coming up with a concept. After narrowing down our concepts,
the design that reflects the most important criteria in our decision matrix was chosen. This design
was presented to peers and the advisor in the team’s PDR presentation and finalized. Considering
design specifications and parts already built from 2019/2020, the current team has worked
closely with the hull team from last year’s team (2019/2020) for our design to work in
conjunction with the hull. Research and product development was the main focus next, with team
members familiarizing themselves with mechatronics and the manufacturing process over
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summer and into the fall. By January of 2021, the final design was adjusted and parts were
ordered. This includes programming a control system to instruct the actuators how to move. The
bulk of winter quarter consisted of manufacturing and assembly, and after a couple of
miscalculations and flaws we were able to complete the build and testing of the solar tracker.
Electrical Power System:
The electrical power system is designed to incorporate the solar tracking system into it. We have
been in contact with an EE professor to verify our design for the electrical system and help us
with everything electrical related including efficiency. This system has required us to work with
the propulsion team from 2019/2020, in order to connect the output power to the motors.
Unfortunately, with the delays from our solar tracking mechanism we were not able to provide
power to the boat with the solar panels, but we were able to power the actuators and control
system with solar energy.

8.2. Project Timeline
A Gantt chart, which is attached in Appendix B, was created to have a general timeline of
deliverables and key events. Table 9 below highlights key deliverables, including the final design
report and the cancellation of the SMUD competition.
Item:

Table 9. Project Timeline Key Deliverables
Due Date:
PDR
5/28/2020
PDR Presentation
6/2/2020
CDR/ CDR Presentation
10/23/2020
Final Design Report
3/19/21
2021 SMUD Competition
Cancelled

8.3. Deviations from Initial Method of Approach
Initially, our plan was to complete the build of the entire boat and have the motors and solar
tracker powered by the solar panels. With the ongoing challenges of covid and some flaws in our
initial design, our timeline was pushed back a couple of times. Nearing the end of our project, we
realized our full scope of the project of a completed solar tracker powering the boat was
unattainable. Because of this, we adjusted the scope of the project to have a working solar tracker
powered by the solar panels. In the end, our modified goals were achieved. Moving forward, we
have set out a clear plan and recommendations for the next senior design group taking over the
project.
Looking back on our project, we realized that we could have taken a better approach when
planning the timeline of the whole process. While our team did work with a gantt chart in the
planning of the project we found ourselves in various reactionary situations that could’ve been
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avoided with better planning. There were a couple times where something went wrong,
particularly in ordering and testing, where found ourselves stuck with no way to move forward as
we were missing crucial components. By planning around these bottleneck scenarios, we could
have been more efficient and effective when dealing with these unexpected circumstances.
Adding a system that helped us better enforce these deadlines and being more prepared for the
unexpected is something that we would add to our project planning if we were to work on
another design project.

9. Conclusion
This section is updated to reflect the changes made since our Critical Design Review (CDR). The
final review discusses the building and verification process of our design. Other modifications
made were COVID 19 related, such as the cancelation of SMUD’s 2021 Solar Regatta
Competition, limited access to machine shops, and IRA funds. Feedback from our senior design
project advisor, Professor Fabijanic, was also considered in the updates made in this report.
The 2021 Solar Regatta Team looked to optimize the power output of the previous team’s boat.
After performing some background research, the team decided that adding a solar tracker to the
boat provides a significant increase of power. Our analysis took on a very conservative approach
and roughly predicts a power increase of around 26% for a solar boat that incorporates our solar
tracker design. Along with designing a solar tracker, the team must organize other electrical
components of the boat. The concept selection process detailed in this report allowed the team to
choose a final design, the 2 linear actuator solar tracking mechanism. Additional analysis was
performed and used to verify the final design. The team was able to use this analysis to create
parameters and narrow down our parts selection. Finally, this report lays out the building and
testing plans we intended as well as the results we were able to get. We were not able to finish
the solar tracker project, but we have recommendations based on the mistakes we made
throughout the year.
9.1. Reflections
In building the solar tracker, we found issues not accounted for previously. The largest
bottleneck we experienced was an error in communication when ordering parts which resulted in
delays for testing. We learned that sending only a list of things that need to be bought was not
enough to guarantee that we would get the right items. Some sites we ordered from had
configurations for items that were not unique to the links we provided to our purchaser.
Comments for each item on the BOM would have prevented this mix-up that cost us a week of
building.
Working in a remote environment also proved to be difficult as most of our work required
building and interacting with the solar tracker. Because of COVID restrictions, our shop time
was limited along with the amount of people available in our group. We noticed that a large
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portion of the already limited time was wasted in the machine shops due to lack of planning. A
simple checklist for each machine shop day could have prevented this. While the three people in
our group were able to go into the machine shops, the remote workers could have made the
plans. Although we had no control over our restrictions, we could have made more plans to
account for them.
We also made large assumptions in our hand calculations that cost us when we were purchasing
actuators. Even thought the actuators we ordered were within our specification, our specification
was miscalculated. We did not verify that our calculations were correct for the dynamics until
after we bought the actuators. A simulation-based approach may have helped us in this area. The
team could have also utilized professors on campus to help us in our calculations. We should not
have relied on only one analytical method.
All of the previous mistakes added up to large delays in our plans. When forming plans in our
Gantt chart, we were optimistic with our timeline thinking that we would hit our deadlines. In
reality we should have been more cautious and almost doubled our time frames to account for
future mistakes. Although we had plans, our approach to the project was primarily reactionary.
We often made plans only about a week before them instead of planning milestones. More
organization would have given us the direction we needed.
Despite all our mishaps, we believe have learned a lot in this project and hope the next team can
continue to improve the solar boat.
9.2. Next Steps
While the team was not able to finish what we had intended, we still have a list of
recommendations for the next team that works on the Solar Regatta. The following team should
continue to validate the performance of the solar tracker. This includes testing the performance
of the LDRs and the load on the actuators in different configurations.
There is also the need for a mount that connects the tracking mechanism to the boat. While we
designed a mount for this purpose it is our belief that a better solution can be presented as we did
not have the time to look into this aspect of the design with great detail.
The steering mechanism could also use some refining. The steering mechanism can be seen in
Figure 41. While our team was not involved in the design or testing of the current mechanism,
we believe that it can be improved upon, so that cables are not being wrapped around other parts
of the boat. However, this is not one of the most crucial next steps and should only be worked on
if the next team deems it necessary.
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Figure 41. Solar Regatta boat.
It is also worth looking into optimizing power by testing different linear actuator positions to
cause less panel tilt. After testing we realized that the range of motion (45° degrees in every
direction) of our design was larger than it needed to be, putting unnecessary stress on the linear
actuator when pushed to the limits. Another way to optimize the power output of the system is to
make the solar tracking mechanism lighter. While the 8020 rails offer great modularity for
design and testing, they are relatively heavy and reducing the loads on the linear actuators will
only increase the power going to the propulsion system.
The next team working on the Solar Regatta will need manage the electronics of the whole boattracker mechanism. We were never able to put the solar trackers on the boat, so the next team
will have to wire both systems in order to get the power coming from the solar panels to the
propulsion system. Along with this, the next team will need to waterproof the electronics on the
boat in order to avoid any safety risks and hazards.
The most important project for the next team will be to assemble the entire boat and get it ready
for competition in 2022. This includes analyzing the weight distribution on the boat in order to
find the optimal location for the tracking mechanism. Cal Poly students have been working on
this project for two years now, but sadly we have not been able to participate in the competition
as it got cancelled both years because of COVID. Putting the boat together with the solar tracker,
along with these other suggestions, will give Cal Poly a good shot of winning this competition.
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Appendix A. Quality Function Deployment House of Quality
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Appendix B. Project Gantt Chart
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Appendix C. Full Wants and Needs List
List of Needs and Wants:
Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two Sealed, marine quality batteries with a capacity of no greater than 180-Watt hours
(second battery is a SMUD required back up)
DC Motor without any form of internal battery
Two JKM235P-60 Photovoltaic (PV) Solar Panels (Provided by SMUD)
SMUD provided kill switch that immediately cuts power to the circuit
Electrical circuit that uses the PV solar panels to power the motors (for Slalom and Sprint
Races)
Electrical circuit that uses the battery to power the motors (for Endurance Race)
Electrical circuit that charges the battery using energy from the PV cells.

Wants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tilt system provides solar panel power output of 90% or more of the 235-Watt max
rating.
Power reaching the motor to be at least 90% of the output of the solar panels
Added design weight should not compromise the benefit of addition power output.
Electrical system should maximize the life of the battery in terms of distance traveled by
the boat
System costs less than $1000 senior project budget
System is reasonably concealed from onlookers
5-year competition lifespan
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Appendix D. Ideas List
• Single Axis Mechanism: This mechanism is the simplest design concept that came from the
ideation process. This would just require one motor in order to give the solar panel one
degree of freedom and track the sun on that axis.

• Dual-Axis Mechanism with Motors: This concept would require two sets of gears and two
motors in order to all the solar panel to track the sun on two axes.

• Single Axis with Linear Actuator Mechanism: This mechanism has a rotating base, to allow
for z-axis rotation, along with a linear actuator to tilt the solar panels giving it dual axis
tracking capabilities.

• 3 Linear Actuators: This design uses three linear actuators to tilt the solar panels by changing
the height of each in order to keep the panel normal to the sun.
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• 2 Linear Actuator Mechanism: This mechanism uses two linear actuators to tilt the solar
panels around the x and y axis.

• Dual-axis tracking mechanism with a belt and gears: This mechanism uses a motor coupled
with a belt to tilt the solar panels around the z axis and uses the gear mechanism from Figure
8 to tilt the panels.

• Dual axis tracking mechanism with light sensors: This mechanism works in the same way as
the dual-axis mechanism with motors, however it has the light resistors in order to react to
their response and angle the panel accordingly.
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Appendix E. Pugh and Decision Matrices
Pugh Matrix

Dual-axis

delta device

Flat

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

-

+

Stability

-

-

-

+

Power Output

+

+

+

-

Sum +

1

1

1

4

Sum -

4

4

4

1

Sum S

0

0

0

0

Response time

-

Energy draw

-

Weight

Dual-axis
Decision Matrix

Linear Actuators

3 Linear Actuators

Delta device

Single-axis

Weight

Single-Axis

DATUM

1 Linear Actuator
2 Linear Actuators
w/ Rotating Base

Rating

Weighted
Total

Rating

Weighted
Total

Rating

Weighted
Total

Rating

Weighted
Total

Rating

Weighted
Total

Rating

Weighted
Total

Power Output

10

3

0.91

3

0.91

3

0.91

1

0.30

3

0.91

3

0.91

Energy Draw

5

1

0.15

2

0.30

1

0.15

3

0.46

2

0.30

2

0.30

Ease Of Assembly

3

2

0.18

2

0.18

1

0.09

3

0.27

2

0.18

2

0.18

Safety

4

1

0.12

2

0.24

1

0.12

3

0.36

1

0.12

2

0.24

Weight

4

1

0.12

3

0.36

1

0.12

1

0.12

2

0.24

3

0.36

Cost

1

2

0.06

1

0.03

1

0.03

3

0.09

2

0.06

2

0.06

Manufacturability

3

3

0.27

2

0.18

1

0.09

3

0.27

2

0.18

3

0.27

Feasibility

3

3

0.27

2

0.18

1

0.09

3

0.27

3

0.27

3

0.27

weighted score

33

2.09

2.39

1.61

2.15

2.27

2.61
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Appendix F. Power Calculations
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Appendix G. Geometric Length Calculations

function F = length_solver2(x)
A = 7.76; % Retracted Length [in]
B = 13.66; %Extended Length [in]
r = x(1);
d = x(2);
F(1) = (r/sqrt(2))^2 + (d-r/sqrt(2))^2-A^2;
F(2) = (r/sqrt(2))^2 + (d+r/sqrt(2))^2-B^2;
end
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Geometry
%options = optimoptions('fsolve','PlotFcn',@optimplotfirstorderopt);
idxmax = 2;
r_d = zeros(idxmax,2);
n = 1;
while n<=idxmax
fun = @length_solver2;
x0 = [n,n];
[x] = fsolve(fun,x0);
r_d(n,1) = x(1);
r_d(n,2) = x(2);
n = n+1;
end
display(r_d)

r_d =
4.3760 10.2107
10.2107 4.3760
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Appendix H. Dynamic Force Calculations

Dynamics
theta_dotdot = 5; %[deg/s]
Mass = 56; %[lbm]
Width = 39.1; % [in]
M = 56/32.2; % Mass in slugs
I = M*Width^2/12; %Panel mass moment of inertial
theta_dotdot = theta_dotdot*pi()/180;
theta = zeros(91,1);
F = zeros(91,1);
r = r_d(1,1);
d = r_d(1,2);
for idx=[0:90]
theta(idx+1) = idx+45;
F(idx+1) = theta_dotdot*I*sqrt(d^2+r^2-2*d*r*cosd(theta(idx+1)))/(r*d*sind(theta(idx+1)))/12;
theta(idx+1) = theta(idx+1)-90;
end

figure(1)
plot(theta,F)
title('Force versus Angular Position')
xlabel('Panel Angular Position [Degrees from Horizontal]')
ylabel('Applied Force [lbf]')

Published with MATLAB® R2019b
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Appendix I: Design Verification Process
Table I.1. Design Verification Plan and Report as of 3/16/21.
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Appendix J: State-Space Vector Matlab Code
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Appendix K: Design Justification for Framing and Bolts
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Appendix L: Bill of Materials
BILL OF MATERIALS
NEEDED
part/model #
P16-150-22-12-P
8020-4332
8020-4397
8020-4354
8020-3435
8020-1515-Lite
8020-3030-Lite
3136N517
NUCLEO-L476RG
X-NUCLEO-IHM04A1
Amazon
Sparkfun 10288
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon

PROVIDED
part/model #
JKM-250P-60
RNG-CTRL-RVR20
101012

description
cost per item quantity total
supplier
linear actuator 150mm stroke
$80.00
4 $320.00 Actuonix
corner bracket
$4.30
26 $111.80
8020
middle 90 deg pivot bracket
$16.05
2
$32.10
8020
inline pivot bracket
$16.05
4
$64.20
8020
t slot nuts and bolts
$0.59
104
$61.36
8020
1.5"x1.5"x102" framing
$47.85
6 $287.10
8020
3"x3"x102" framing
$17.00
2
$34.00
8020
1.5" to 3" collar adapter
$53.86
2 $107.72 McMaster
microcontroller unit
$14.60
2
$29.20 Mouser
motor driver expansion board
$13.30
2
$26.60 Mouser
MC4 cables for solar panels
$10.89
2
$21.78 Amazon
power connector
$2.95
2
$5.90 Mouser
24V step-down converter
$22.99
2
$45.98 Amazon
12V step-down converter
$7.95
2
$15.90 Amazon
heat shrink
$13.99
1
$13.99 Amazon
TOTAL $1,177.63

description
Solar Panel
Solar Charge Controler
Wiring

cost per item quantity
$75.00
2
$109.99
2
$40.00
1
TOTAL

total
supplier
$150.00
SMUD
$219.98 former team
$40.00 former team
$409.98
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Appendix M: Engineering Drawings
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Appendix N: IHM04A1 MicroPython
## @file ihm04a1.py
#
This file contains a driver for the IHM04A1 accessory board for the
#
STM32 Nucleo. The IHM04A1 board contains one L6206PD dual DC motor
#
driver chip.
#
# @author: JR Ridgely (revised for CP Solar Regatta by Logan Garby)
import pyb
#============================================================================
##
#
#
#
#
#
#

This class contains a driver for one half of the L6206PD motor driver
chip on an STM32 Nucleo accessory board. The driver should work for L6206
chips on other boards with a few pin changes as needed. Each L6206 has two
H-bridges, and to use two motors one can make two objects of this class,
one for each half of the driver chip.
Note L6206 switching frequency should not exceed 100KHz (datasheet).

class MoDrive:
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------##
#
motor
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Initialize the driver for the L6206 motor driver chip by putting the
pins used in the appropriate modes and ensuring that power to the
is turned off. For the two sides of the L6206 on an IHM04A1 board, the
constructor calls should be:
@code
m1 = ihm04a1.MoDrive (pyb.Pin.cpu.A10, pyb.Pin.cpu.B4, pyb.Pin.cpu.B5,
pyb.Timer (3), 1, 2, 1000)
m1 = ihm04a1.MoDrive (pyb.Pin.cpu.C1, pyb.Pin.cpu.A0, pyb.Pin.cpu.A1,
pyb.Timer (5), 1, 2, 1000)
@endcode
@param EN_pin The pin used for this H-bridge's EN/OCD line
@param IN1_pin The pin used for the IN1 line
@param IN2_pin The pin used for the IN2 line
@param timer The timer used to make PWM signals for IN1 and IN2
@param ch1 The timer channel used for IN1's PWM
@param ch2 The timer channel used for IN2's PWM
@param freq The timer's PWM frequency, default 1000 Hz

def __init__ (self, EN_pin, IN1_pin, IN2_pin, timer, ch1, ch2,
freq=1000):
self._EN_pin = EN_pin
self._timer = timer
# Initialize the enable pin as open-drain with a pullup
self._EN_pin.init (mode = pyb.Pin.OUT_OD, pull = pyb.Pin.PULL_UP)
# Initialize the timer to be used for the PWM
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self._timer.init (freq=freq)
self._ch1 = self._timer.channel (ch1, pyb.Timer.PWM, pin=IN1_pin)
self._ch2 = self._timer.channel (ch2, pyb.Timer.PWM, pin=IN2_pin)
# Set the enable pin off and the motor PWM outputs to be at 0% duty
self._EN_pin.low ()
self._ch1.pulse_width_percent (0)
self._ch2.pulse_width_percent (0)
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------## Set the duty cycle for the motor. If a positive duty cycle is given,
# the motor is pushed in one direction; if a negative duty cycle is
# given, the motor is pushed in the opposite direction.
def set_duty (self, percent):
# Make sure the percentage isn't greater than 100%
percent = percent if percent <= 100 else 100
percent = percent if percent >= -100 else -100
# If percentage is negative, go "backwards" with positive duty cycle
if percent < 0:
self._ch1.pulse_width_percent (0)
self._ch2.pulse_width_percent (-percent)
else:
self._ch1.pulse_width_percent (percent)
self._ch2.pulse_width_percent (0)
# Set the enable bit so the motor can be powered
self._EN_pin.high ()
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------## Set the enable pin low so that the half-bridges are in high impedance
# mode and the motor can freewheel.
def freewheel (self):
self._EN_pin.low ()
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------## Set the frequency of the PWM used by this motor's timer to the given
# value in Hertz.
# @param freq New value for the PWM frequency
def set_freq (self, freq):
self._timer.init (freq=freq)
def off(self):
# Set the enable pin off and the motor PWM outputs to be at 0% duty
self._EN_pin.low ()
self._ch1.pulse_width_percent (0)
self._ch2.pulse_width_percent (0)
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Appendix O: ADC Driver MicroPython
'''
@file adcDriver.py
@brief This file sets up the ADC for a given pin and voltage divider.
@details The file conains the adcDriver class that sets up and ADC pin object
for the Cal Poly Solar Regatta 2020-2021 senior project LDR array.
@author Logan Garby
@date Jan 25th, 2021
'''
import pyb
class adcDriver:
'''
@breif This class initalized and ADC object, reads and returns the
voltage.
@details This class is designed to be used by the solar panel tracking
mechanism LDR array to calculate the resistance of the LDR using the
voltage across a voltage divider.
'''
def __init__(self, pin, R1):
''' Initializes all objects needed for reading the LDR resistance
and voltage.
@param pin ADC input pin [string] (e.g. 'A0')
@param R1 Resistance in Ohms of the resistor for the associated pins
voltage divider [int]
'''
self.Pin = pyb.Pin(pin)
# Creates Pin object
self.ADC = pyb.ADC(self.Pin)
# Create ADC for prev pin
self.R1 = R1
self.read_val = 0
self.voltage = 0
self.resistance = 0
def run(self):
''' Reads the ADC voltage, calculates the resistance, and creates
class objects for the voltage and resistance.
'''
self.read_val = self.ADC.read()
self.voltage = 3.3*(self.read_val/4095)
if self.voltage != 0 and self.voltage != 3.3:
self.resistance = self.R1/(3.3/self.voltage - 1)
else:
self.resistance = 'Undefined'
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Appendix P: LDR Testing MicroPython
'''
@file testLDR.py
@brief Used the adcDriver to test the four LDR array
@details Runs the adcDriver and returns each photoresistor's voltage and
resistance
@author Logan Garby
@date Jan 25th, 2021
'''
from adcDriver import adcDriver
class testLDR:
def __init__(self):
self.LDR1
self.LDR2
self.LDR3
self.LDR4

=
=
=
=

adcDriver('A2',1000)
adcDriver('A3',1000)
adcDriver('D12',1000)
adcDriver('D11',1000)

def run(self):
self.LDR1.run()
self.LDR2.run()
self.LDR3.run()
self.LDR4.run()
# print('V1 = {:}, V2 = {:}'.format(self.LDR1.voltage,
self.LDR2.voltage))
# print('R1 = {:}, R2 = {:}'.format(self.LDR1.resistance,
self.LDR2.resistance))
print(self.LDR1.voltage)
print(self.LDR2.voltage)
print(self.LDR3.voltage)
print(self.LDR4.voltage)
print(self.LDR1.resistance)
print(self.LDR2.resistance)
print(self.LDR3.resistance)
print(self.LDR4.resistance)
if __name__ == '__main__':
task = testLDR()
task.run()
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Appendix Q: Solar Tracking Program MicroPython
'''
@file solarTracker.py
@brief Contains solarTracker class with FSM for 1 axis of solar panel
tracking
@details This is the main class used by main.py for the solar panel tracking
mechanism.
@author Logan Garby
@date March 18th, 2021
'''
import pyb
from adcDriver import adcDriver
import ihm04a1
import utime
class solarTracker:
'''
@brief Class that reads LDR data and actuates the motors accordingly
@details This class contains a finite state machine and multiple methods
which get the resistance information of the photosensors from the
adcDriver class and perform logic on the resistances in order to
determine how to power the linear actuators (connected to the IHM04A1
motor driver). adcDriver and ihm04a1 are both needed for this class.
'''
# NOTES:
#
x axis is along the longer length of the solar panel meaning that the
#
motor which rotates around this axis is the primary actuator (M1),
#
connected to the base pole, and the LDR's ratios which determine is
#
rotation is necessary are LDR1/LDR2 and LDR3/LDR4
#
#
y axis is along shorter panel length, with panel rotation controlled
#
by the secondary actuator (M2). The revelant LDR ratios for the yaxis
#

are between LDR1/LDR4 and LDR2/LDR3

S0_INIT = 0
S1_STOPPED = 1
S2_FWD_MOTION = 2
S3_REV_MOTION = 3
def __init__(self,motor_number,ratio,interval):
'''
@param motor_number Motor number designation (1 for primary x axis/2
for secondary y axis) [int]
@param ratio The ratio of LDR resistances to initiate panel motion.
Set to 2 for direct sunlight. [int]
@param interval Interval at which the finite state machine (FSM) is
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run. [int]
'''
self.LDR1 = adcDriver('A2',1000)
self.LDR2 = adcDriver('A3',1000)
self.LDR3 = adcDriver('D12',1000)
self.LDR4 = adcDriver('D11',1000)
## Input parameter - minimum ratio of LDR resistances that causes
motion
self.setRatio = ratio
if motor_number == 1:
## Motor 1 is connected to the base pole and tilts the primary
axis
self.Motor = ihm04a1.MoDrive (pyb.Pin.cpu.A10, pyb.Pin.cpu.B4,
pyb.Pin.cpu.B5,pyb.Timer (3), 1, 2,
1000)
elif motor_number == 2:
## Motor 2 is responsible for the actuator on the secondary axis
self.Motor = ihm04a1.MoDrive (pyb.Pin.cpu.C1, pyb.Pin.cpu.A0,
pyb.Pin.cpu.A1, pyb.Timer (5), 1, 2,
1000)
else:
pass
# Initializes all motor pins low
self.Motor.off()
## Motor number input (1 for x axis motor, 2 for y)
self.motor_number = motor_number
## LDR 1 resistance
self.R1 = 0
## LDR 2 resistance
self.R2 = 0
## LDR 3 resistance
self.R3 = 0
## LDR 4 resistance
self.R4 = 0

class attribute
class attribute
class attribute
class attribute

## One of 2 LDR ratios for a specified axis
self.Ratio_1 = 0
## Second LDR ratio for a specified axis
self.Ratio_2 = 0
## FSM run interval in ms
self.interval = interval
## utime ms attribute for the current run time
self.time = utime.ticks_ms()
## Next timestamp object
self.next_time = utime.ticks_add(self.time, self.interval)
## Attribute for current FSM state
self.state = self.S0_INIT
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def run(self):
''' Runs one iteration of the solar panel tracking task finite state
machine
'''
self.time = utime.ticks_ms()
self.checkLDR()
self.determineNewState()
if utime.ticks_diff(self.time, self.next_time) >= 0:
if (self.state == self.S0_INIT):
pass
if (self.state == self.S1_STOPPED):
self.STOP()
elif(self.state == self.S2_FWD_MOTION):
self.FWD()
elif(self.state == self.S3_REV_MOTION):
self.REV()
else:
pass
# Next timestamp
self.next_time = utime.ticks_add(self.next_time, self.interval)

def determineNewState(self):
''' Uses the values from checkLDR() to determine which state the FSM
should reside in next.
'''
if self.Ratio_1 >= self.setRatio or self.Ratio_2 >= self.setRatio:
self.transitionTo(self.S2_FWD_MOTION)
elif 1/self.Ratio_1 >= self.setRatio or 1/self.Ratio_2 >=
self.setRatio:
self.transitionTo(self.S3_REV_MOTION)
else:
self.transitionTo(self.S1_STOPPED)
def checkLDR(self):
''' Reads all 4 LDR's and creates or updates class objects with their
values. These if statements check if there is a large difference is
LDR
resistances in the x-axis (y-axis rotation) and sets the duty cycle
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based on which photoresistor is brighter.
'''
self.LDR1.run()
self.LDR2.run()
self.LDR3.run()
self.LDR4.run()
self.R1
self.R2
self.R3
self.R4

=
=
=
=

self.LDR1.resistance
self.LDR2.resistance
self.LDR3.resistance
self.LDR4.resistance

if self.motor_number == 1:
self.Ratio_1 = self.R2/self.R1
self.Ratio_2 = self.R3/self.R4
elif self.motor_number == 2:
self.Ratio_1 = self.R4/self.R1
self.Ratio_2 = self.R3/self.R2
else:
pass
def FWD(self):
'''
Actuates the selected motor in the positive direction
'''
self.Motor.set_duty(100)
def REV(self):
'''
Actuates the selected motor in the negative direction
'''
self.Motor.set_duty(-100)
def STOP(self):
'''
Stops motor
'''
self.Motor.off()
def transitionTo(self, next_state):
'''
This method transitions to the next state
@param next_state Designation for next state
'''
self.state = next_state
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Appendix R: Solar Tracking Main File MicroPython
'''
@file main.py
@brief Main file for CP Solar Regatta solar panel tracking system
@details This file runs two solarTracker tasks simultaneously to achieve
two axis solar panel tracking. This project was made for the Cal Poly
Solar Regatta 2020-2021 senior project group's solar panel tracking
mechanism project
@author Logan Garby
@date March 18th, 2021
'''
from solarTracker import solarTracker
xTask = solarTracker(1,2,10)
yTask = solarTracker(2,2,10)
while True:
try:
xTask.run()
yTask.run()
except KeyboardInterrupt:
xTask.STOP()
yTask.STOP()
print(xTask.state)
print(yTask.state)
print(xTask.R1)
print(xTask.R2)
print(xTask.R3)
print(xTask.R4)
break
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